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ABOUT US
Aamara Tex is well renowned apparel sourcing and buying office in Dhaka, Bangladesh. 
Aamara Tex has been doing business with Asian, European, Australian & South 
Africans clothing brands.

We are strongly capable to handle products of among Woven, Knit & Sweaters. 

We are very much specialized in large variety of light (circular) knit, flat knit, sweater. We 
supply dresses for man, women, boys and girls. 

Also we have a great number of sourcing of all kinds of raw materials and 
garment factories, textile mills & washing plants.

We have expertise in Merchandising, Quality Assurance, Washing , Planning, Social com-
pliance audit, Commercial & Shipping.

Our motto is “Delivering on time in quality goods at competitive price”.



Message From

MANAGING DIRECTOR

Munjurul Islam

Aamara Tex was established as a garments supplier for overseas importers and importer’s 
agent around the world. Our portfolio includes supplying of knitted & Woven products. We 
have long experience being innovative and creative, generating a strong and steady flow of 
new ideas, concepts and designs that works in the trends and fashions world. We wish to 
become the textbook example of excellence for service established and emerging brands 
in the global apparel industry. We will make this possible through our world class designed 
sourcing and manufacturing backbone & our execution supremacy. We determine to supply 
of specific needs in terms of design, materials & quality. 

We are Committed to support to our buyer’s & associate factories to grow together with 
ensuring  100% compliance facilities with focusing on global sustainable  principles .We 
have several experiences from hands-on events and we share in common, Customer 
service, New trends, innovations & teamwork.

We value on each product of customers and attaining their requirements & achieving trust 
is our saying.



VisionMission
Our Mission is to source an ethical,
sustainable and eco-friendly textile

& apparel.  

Excellene in driving sustainable
business, innovation and

leadership in global apparel and
fashion industry  

Personalized service, sourcing
ability of any material from

local or overseas, on time delivery,
quality products, competitive price,

sustainable business practice.   

Strength



PRODUCT SOURCING

WHAT WE DO...

This involves locating the manufacturing units 
depending on the customer’s expectation in regard 
to quality, quantity, fashion and price. The source is 
commercially assessed in terms of financial status, 
bankers, and quota. It is also assessed technically in 
terms of machines, type of machinery, production 
capacity, quality control system, export performance, 
etc. These services can be further extended in locat-
ing reliable fabric sources, yarns, which ultimately 
promotes quality of merchandise.
We do produce all kind of woven, flat knit, sweaters 
& pullover  from 3guage to 12guage-in 100% acrylic, 
acrylic smiling, bright acrylic, acrylic wool mix, cash-
mere like, lamb’s wool, 100% polyester, polyester 
nylon mix, polyester cotton mix, 100% cotton, 
cotton/acrylic mix, 100% wool or any kind of mixed 
yarns.
We have good source of fabric/yarn in local & as well 
as we have good source of oversees fabric/yarns for 
any kind of mix/blended yarns as required by brand/-
customers .We do source yarns from Taiwan/China 
& we also able to provide/submit GSP A!

 Product development starting from salesman sample/Styling
    sample to production sample.
 Sourcing of all raw materials for production of your desired garment.
 Sampling according to precise customer requirements.
 Selecting the proper manufacturer.
 Production co-ordination.
 Provide in line and final inspection services as per required AQL.
 Arranging shipments to required destination.
 Working in close association with leading freight forwarders,
     air and shipping lines at various locations, we can provide you
     other specific value added services, too.



WHAT WE DEAL IN...

SWEATERS

WOVEN

CIRCULAR KNIT

All sorts of flat knit items (sweaters) from 3gg to 12 gg in 
cotton, acrylic, cotton/acrylic, wool, fancy yarn, cotton/nylon, 
viscose/nylon etc The products range stretches from 
pullover to cardigans for men’s, ladies and children.

All sorts of woven tops and bottoms including shirts, trou-
sers, jackets, shorts etc in denim, twill, canvas, poplin, CVC, 
polyester, in yarn dyed and solid forms with various types of 
wash, print and embroidery .

All types of knit garment, basic t- shirt, polo shirts, pajama 
sets in 100% cotton, cotton/spandex, Pique, Viscose, Ribs, 
Single jersey, French terry with and without brushed with 
different types of prints , wash and embroidery.

All of the above services provide by Aamara Tex & we do 
maintain costs savings ways in every steps that the final 
benefit effect to meet buyer’s satisfactory to meet the target 
prices.

This also saves Brand/Buyer’s time, resources and man-
power in sourcing factories and raw material, production 
planning, production follow up and logistical co-ordination.

We never forget that a successful business comes from a 
well planned strategy. This is why we source products and 
we develop OEM lines with a Category Management 
approach. We understand the role of each single SKU that 
we source, if it has to be an entry level product, developing 
high volumes with an unbeatable price, or if it has to be a 
product delivering the image of the Retailer in the market.



MERCHANDISING
 The services covered under this title are as under...
 Monitoring of the order from fabric procurement stage to 
    shipment and reporting the status of the order to the buyer’s 
    regularly. Systematic follow up on each stage and execution of 
    orders on time.
 Monitoring of new trends in fashion and design.
 Locating the sources to meet the requirements of the customer
    in regard to fashion and design.
 Introducing new articles to buyers to enable to expand business.
 Educate the customer about the characteristics of variety of 
    fabrics, dyes, dyeing and printing process and their positive and 
    negative points and caution the buyers about the pitfalls involved.
 Liaison between the customer and supplier.
 Guiding the supplier in preparation of the range to meet the
    customer’s requirements in regard to fashion and design.
 Feedback on competitor’s activities.

QUALITY CONTROL
 Quality control mainly involves monitoring of quality from fabric
    to finished product stage in several steps as under.
 Testing of production fabric in all color ways and designs to
    verify the conformity to buyer’s quality specifications.
 Calling for approval sample prior to production and verifying
    the style (against the contract or buying sample) fitting and
    workmanship and recommending the changes and improvement
    if necessary.
 Verification, grading and approval of size specifications.
 Calling for size set (a garment in each size) in actual production
    fabric prior to commencement of production to check the conformity
    to approval sample. Incorporation of changes and improvement
    suggested at approval stage is verified and confirmed before
    commencement of production.
 In-line inspection is done when the production commences.
    The main objective is to detect the deviations if any from contractual
    specifications and detect defects in advance and eliminate them
    before it is too late.
 Final or pre-shipment inspection when the goods are ready for
    shipment. This is done by using AQL system of sampling
    and inspection.



GARMENT TESTING

Safety products sourcing is our major requirement and responsibility. We always follow 
buyer’s testing manual and methods. All of our vendors/agents/manufacturing units very 
much caring on safety products avoiding any kind of banned chemicals usage. All of us 
much more aware in chemical and physical testing.   

We frequently test fabric, garment and trims from reputed testing labs like .....



Our Vendors/Manufacturing Units Certification



SUSTAINABILITY
OUR CULTURE

BUSINESSMINDED

PASSION 

MAKE IT EASY 

FRIENDSHIP 

HAPPINESS 

RESPONSIBLE

Our core values - Passion, Friendship, Happiness, Business  
minded, Make it Easy and Responsible - are the essence of 
our identity and shape our company’s culture and business 
practices. We believe they are fundamental to the success of 
our business.

Our company’s culture is extremely important, and people are 
always at the center of our attention. We believe in having a 
positive impact on the people we depend on to achieve our 
success: our colleagues, our business partners, the employ-
ees and wider workforce involved in our value chain. This is 
the core of our Friendship and Happiness values.

We are passionate about what we do. We make it our priority 
to continuously improve our products and offer our customers 
more sustainable products in terms of product safety, product 
quality and product durability. 

Reducing our environmental impact is also an essential part 
of our sustainable commitment. This translates into working 
for environment-friendly products, but also for a more sustain-
able production respecting the local environment and using 
natural resources with care. Ensuring our products are 
produced in a socially accountable manner is a driving force. 

We believe that responsibility in business is fundamental to 
the success of our company.



PRODUCT



SHE
 Trouser
 Chino
 Shorts
 Skirts
 Leggings
 Swim shorts
 Tops
 Dress
 Shirts
 Vest
 Denim &
 non-denim jacket
 Outerwear
 T-shirt 
 Polo-shirt
 Hoody
 Sweat shirt
 Pullover
 Beachwear
 Lingeries
 Nighty
 Tank top

 Trouser
 Chino
 Cargo
 Shorts
 Workwear
 Swim shorts
 Boxer
 Shirts
 Vest
 Outerwear
 T-shirt
 Polo-shirt
 Hoody
 Sweat shirt
 Activewear
 Denim & 
  non-denim jacket
 Pullover

HE



BOYS GIRLS
 Trouser
 shorts
 Cargo
 Chino
 Shirts
 Jacket
 Pullover
 T-shirt
 Polo-shirt
 Hoody

 Trouser
 Shorts
 Tops
 Dress
 Leggings
 Jacket
 Pullover
 T-shirt
 Polo-shirt
 Hoody



SHIPPING, DOCUMENTATION AND FORWARDING:

COMPANY REGISTRATION & CERTIFICATION..

We have knowledge and expertise to provide 
total logistics and transportation solutions in 
Bangladesh. Working in close association with 
leading freight forwarders, air and shipping 
lines at various locations, we can provide you 
the following specific value added services.

Company Trade lisence No. TRAD/DSCC/054956/2020.

Department of textile 
Reg No: (DOT/BH/EXP)-L0820 BGBA Reg No. B-1310



Contract: 

HOUSE # 33, ROAD # 05, SECTOR#11.
UTTARA, DHAKA-1230, BANGLADESH.

info@aamaratex.com

Tel: +880 1913 502 015.

Web:www.aamaratex.com

BANK DETAILS:
AAMARA TEX
SOUTHEAST BANK LIMITED.
BANANI BRANCH.PLOT#7, BLOCK#B,
KAMAL ATATURK AVENUE, BANANI,
DHAKA-1213, BANGLADESH.
SWIFT: SEBDBDDHBAN


